A visit tour to Tengcun Bridge, which is located in Rongshui, Liuzhou, Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region, was organized by Project Mingde from 27th to 29th December, 2017. Dr. Wong, Ryan C.P. and five student members of Project Mingde have finished the comparison work of repairment project of Tengcun Bridge. Also, we visited several local construction sites and experience the local traditional culture.

Project Mingde offered donation to help repairing Tengcun Bridge which was damaged before. Project Mingde proposed some reconstruction and repairment methods to the local construction company but they have not adopted them. For this reason, we need to go to do the comparison work of different repairment methods.

We spent the first day on transportation. In the second morning, we visited the Tengcun Bridge construction site and representatives from the local contractor gave us a detailed explanation of the repairment process of Tengcun Bridge. After it, we went to visit other construction sites which were bridges as well. During these visits, local engineers and Dr. Wong taught us some concepts of constructing a bridge. At the end of the trip, we also visited the Mingde Building, the first project of Project Mingde, which has been already vacant.

Apart from visiting construction sites, we also visited some natural scenic spots located in Guangxi. Mountains, trees and rivers have made all of us relaxed and enjoyable. It was our pleasure to experience their traditional culture through visiting different places and having different kinds of meals.
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